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CASE STUDY 

Woking 
Library
This flagship library is Surrey’s largest and 
busiest library.  Surrey council had a very 
clear vision around the facilities, aesthetics, 
visitor experience and how the stock should 
be showcased and displayed.  FG Library 
products interpreted that vision, offering 
inspiration, ideas and solutions to rejuvenate 
and modernise this public library. 

The result is a modern and comfortable space 
that provides an interactive, stimulating 
environment and an exceptional visitor 
experience for the whole community.  Key 
design principals were incorporated to make 
the space appealing, easy to navigate and 
engaging, with discovery around every corner.  
The library incorporates a number of separate 
key areas whilst maintaining a cohesive look 
and feel for those exploring the space.  

KEY FEATURES

 The curved library shelving throughout features a  
 laminate plinth, raising the height of the lower   
 shelves to make stock more accessible.  

 Dynamic display shelving has been built around   
 coloured pillars to complement the styling of the 
 library shelving, with colour and lighting used for   
 contrast and to attract attention. 

customer comment

“Our library refurbishment offers flexibility, 
adaptability and new ways of working.  FG 
Library Products interpreted our vision 
perfectly with a library that leads people 
on a journey of discovery and offers spaces 
for all members of the community.“

Katie Kinnear, Property & Environment Lead (Libraries),
Surrey County Council Cultural Services.

Curved reception desk finished in maple laminate with 
back lit feature front panel

Freedom 
display unit

Bespoke shelving 
built around pillar 

with illuminated 
acrylic corner 

panels 
Bespoke media display incorporating 
green edge lit acrylic 
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Curved Ratio library shelving in pearwood with 
laminate plinths

Freedom table top displayer IT area with perimeter 
benching
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